APPENDIX

Figure 1 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Andhra Pradesh
Figure 2 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Assam
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Figure 3  Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Bihar
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Figure 4 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Gujarat.
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Figure 5 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Haryana.
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Figure 6 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Karnataka.
Figure 7 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Kerala
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Figure 8 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Madhya Pradesh
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Figure 9 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Maharashtra
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Figure 10 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Orissa
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Figure 11 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Punjab
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Figure 12 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Rajasthan.
Figure 13 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Tamil Nadu
Figure 14 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for Uttar Pradesh.
Figure 15 Trend in estimates of parameters of the simplified H-P model by sex for West Bengal